Abstract believe that our work will be useful for practitioners and system developers. In this paper, we study dynamic protocol update Our work focuses on the problem of dynamic update (DPU 
Liu et al. [10] define several meta properties on communication middleware [20, 6] . They allow softtraces of the send and deliver events. These meta propware modules or components of the middleware to be erties must be preserved by each updateable protocol replaced on-the-fly without service interruption. The (an example is described in [1] ). However, this model benefit is a decrease of software upgrade and mainteof DPU strongly limits the scope of application. On the nance costs in systems that must run non-stop. We contrary, we define in this paper two generic correctness We have implemented our adaptive group communication middleware using our SAMOA protocol framework [22] , and have experimented with switching on- Figure 1 shows an example system. service, the service is bound to one module.
Service calls When we make a service call, the modWeak stack-well-formedness A stack is weakly ule that is bound to the service is executed. If no modwell-formed if and only if whenever a module calls a ule is bound, the service call is blocked until some modservice, the service is eventually bound to one module.
ule is bound to the service.
Stack-well-formedness is a local property. Below
Service responses Consider a call of a service q, we define the protocol-operationability property, which which has been made by some module Pi (see Fig. 2 The replacement module intercepts service calls and properties of dynamic replacement of distributed proresponses to the service calls, so that it can provide tocols. Firstly, we define a property that ensures corsynchronization, which is necessary to ensure the DPU rect local interactions. We consider two levels of this correctness properties. property: strong and weak. The former one ensures
In addition to the generic properties described in that a service call is never blocked. Preserving the latSection 3, some additional properties must be satister level means that a service call may be blocked, but fled; these properties are specific to the service pronot infinitely, Figure 4) . Then 
Comparison with Existing Solutions
In our experiment, we replace the Chandra-Toueg
ABcast [5] protocol by the same protocol, while perOur solution has advantages over existing solutions.
forming all steps of the replacement algorithm (e.g., Firstly, the replacement protocol only requires ABcast.
unbinding the old module, creating a new module, etc). 
